MacDonald stops 42
Skaters drop thriller to UMass
By Steve Winner

The hockey team lost a 5-2 thriller to the UMass skaters Sat-
turday afternoon. The contest, played at Du Pont, featured a lead which
switched hands four times and a last-try in venging wing Bob
Cardigan.

The engineers dominated the puck for the opening minute of
play. Seconds after the first line had been replaced wings Clayton
Sadow '68 and Tony Pasquale '69 and center Mike Harris '68 teamed
up for the game's initial goal. Snow lifted the puck by the stick of
UMass goalie Bob Eddie.

Power play fails
MIT, one man up due to the tripping penalty of UMass' Matt
Kalotkin, had been replaced wings Clayton
Sadow '68 and Tony Pasquale '69 and center Mike Harris '68 teamed
up for the game's initial goal. Snow lifted the puck by the stick of
UMass goalie Bob Eddie.

The remainder of the period saw a phenomenal display of
defense by the Tech skaters. Because of aggressive penalties
earned against the visitors, "Moose" Rosiner '66, Bob Smith '67, and
Loren Wood '66 kept the visitors to a 9-0 lead. At the 20th minute
Tony Pasquale, the hosts were skating at a two man handicap
for close to four minutes. Effective
defensive play by goalie MacDonald blanked
the visitors till the end of third period. The second period saw even
skating at a two man handicap
for close to four minutes. Effec-
tive checking by Dennis Coleman
98 and Rosiner and fancy att-
work by goalie MacDonald blank-
ed the visitors till the period's end.

Vastly superior Clayton Sadow '68 faces off against UMass's
Bob Cardigan in the third period of their game, Saturday, though
Tech led half of the goals they helped
to defeat MIT 5-3.

But as fast as one man found an open-
ing, another would tighten up. Length
of UMass' Matt Kalotkin was
by waiting out small openings and
making long, clean lunges. When
the tiebreaking point was made.
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